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PSYCINFO indexes and abstracts psychological research literature from the 1887 to the 
present day.  It currently indexes more than 2150 journals, 98% peer reviewed,  chapters 
from scholarly books in English, and selected theses presented to US universities.  Records 
consist of a bibliographical citation (name of author, title, publication date and journal 
reference), an abstract, table of contents for books, index terms from the Thesaurus of 
Psychological Index Terms, keywords, classification codes, and cited references for journal 
articles, book chapters, and books mainly from 2001 to present. 
 
PsycEXTRA, a grey literature database, is a companion to the scholarly PsycINFO database. 
Most of the content was written for professionals and disseminated outside of peer-
reviewed journals. It includes research reports, conference presentations, annual reports, 
newsletters, policy statements,  fact sheets and popular magazines.  PsycEXTRA provides 
abstracts and citations plus full text for more than 70% of the records. There is no 
coverage overlap with PsycINFO.  
 
Alternatives:  Indexing databases focused on a particular social group such as Childdata 
and AgeInfo will include material on psychology.  Similarly, our main index to the 
education literature, ERIC covers educational psychology. 
 
Basic Search 
The Basic Search (pictured) is the first screen to appear.   
 

 
 
Type a word or phrase into the search box and click on the search button.  You can limit 
your search by date of publication, language, document type, intended audience, 
population group, etc .  The system will run your search using natural language processing 
algorithms and will return results in order of relevance. 
 
Advanced Search 
Advanced Search (pictured) allows you to search for an author, words in the title of a book 
or article, a journal title or words used anywhere in the record.  To make a search: 1) select 
a search type (eg keyword); 2) type a word or phrase into the search box; and  3) click the 
search button. You can use “*” or “$” to truncate your search terms.  
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Multi Field Search 
Multi Field Search allows you to combine search terms in more than one search field.  
Searching for Homeless children in the abstract and Education in the title will retrieve 
records which contain BOTH the phrase Homeless Children somewhere in the abstract 
AND the word Education somewhere in the title.  You can choose fields for searching from 
the drop down menu to the right of each search box.  Click the “add new row” button to 
add more terms to your search. 
 

 
 
Using the Thesaurus 
To search using terms from the Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms, click on the 
Search Tools tab, and choose Thesaurus from the list of options. Enter a term in the box 
and press the search button. 
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The green thesaurus display relates to the subject heading highlighted in blue.  It lists terms 
which are linked or related to it in some way – more general terms, more specific terms 
and related terms.  To add terms to your search, select one or more by clicking in the box 
before it and then clicking "Continue." Select the Explode box if you wish to retrieve 
results using the selected term and all of its more specific terms. Select the Focus box if you 
wish to limit your search to those documents in which your subject heading is considered 
the major point of the article. 

Search History  
The system displays a list of the searches you have made during this session in the Search 
History box above the green search area.  You can open Search History and view the list 
by clicking on the blue bar.  You can then rerun or combine searches: 
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Combining searches for “Night” and “Shifts” returns records which contain both terms.   
Combining searches for “Night” or “Shifts” simply merges the two sets without discarding 
any records. 
 
Search Results Display 
When the system has completed your search, it will display a list of results below the green 
search workspace under the blue Results Manager bar.  You can choose: 1) which parts of 
the record you want to display (citation display gives you author, title and source only;  
complete reference gives you everything in the record); 2) how many citations you would 
like to the page; and 3)  the order in which you see them.  You can choose to sort by 
author, publication date, title, etc. 
 
Results Manager 
Results Manager manages records selected for output: 
 

 
 

• Select a whole page of records, a range of records, or check the boxes of individual 
records in the results list for output 

• Choose the parts of the records (fields) you need to output 
• Sort the records into your preferred order 
• Choose display, print, or email selected records 
• Note that downloading records is not permitted in the Library. 
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